
Learning at Home 

Week beginning 22-06-20 

Literacy 

Continue to access books through Oxford Owl and continue to read and spell using the sounds we have learnt, and 

your tricky words. 

 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/welcome-back/for-home/reading-owl/find-a-book 

 

Revise focus sounds ‘oa’ and ‘ar’ and introduce the words ‘one’ and ‘once’. Look at words with the ‘oa’ and 

‘ar’ sounds in (boat, foam, park, hard). Write the words ‘one’ and ‘once’ – how many times can you write 

each one in a minute? 

 

This week’s writing focus is on using your imagination to write. Read the story ‘The Magic Key’ 

(https://www.slideshare.net/CRA2010/the-magic-key-48820617). Your child should be able to read this to you as 

it is an oxford reading tree children’s book. We would like you to imagine you have found a magic key. What does 

it look like? Where did you find it? What magic did it create? Imagine you closed your eyes and wished to be 

somewhere else…where would it take you? What would you see there? What would you do? Complete the story 

plan with pictures to ‘tell’ a story. Then write the story. Remember lots of imaginative stories begin with ‘One 

day…’ or Once upon a time…’ and many end with ‘THE END’. E.g. 

One sunny day I found a magic key. It was blue with a rainbow painted on it. I closed my eyes and when I 

opened them again I was in a zoo. I saw elephants and tigers. I went in the park I played on the swings. 

When I closed my eyes again I was back at home. THE END. 

Please take photos and send your child’s story to us via our emails. We would love to read them. 

Maths 

Continue to practise numbers to 20 and the operations within it: adding, subtracting, halving, doubling, counting in 

2’s and 10’s. Complete the attached worded problems. Read the worded problem. Work out what maths you need 

to do (+ or -). Use drawings or objects to represent the numbers and work out the answers. Write the number 

sentence (6 – 2 = 4). 

This week’s focus is on shape. Can your child name and draw each of the 2D shapes; circle, square, triangle, 

rectangle and hexagon? Can they count how many sides and corners they have? Can they name the 3D shapes; 

sphere, cylinder, cube, cuboid, pyramid and cone? How many faces, edges and points do they have? Make a picture 

with 2D shapes. Make a junk model robot with 3D shapes and talk about what shapes they have used (toilet rolls - 

cylinders, boxes – cubes/cuboids). (Please send us pictures of their creations!) 

Geography 

Draw a map of the place you visited in your magical story (zoo, farm, park, beach, woods, treasure island, town, 

city). Label the things you saw.  

D&T 

Make another model (in addition to your robot). Use your imagination for whatever you create (vehicle, building, 

person, animal, object). 

 

Mrs Goldsworthy  Mrs Wright 



L/O To plan a narrative using story language.                                                                                                           

The Magic Key 

One day… 

 

Once upon a  

time… 

 
What did you find? 

 

 

 

 

 

Where did you go? 

 

 

 

 

 

What did you see? 

 

 

 

 

 

Home 

 

 

 

 



L.O To write sentences with a capital letter, finger spaces and a full-stop.  

L.O To use sounds to spell and remember tricky words. 

My Magic Key Story 
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L.O To show an interest in shape by playing with them and making arrangements with them  

L.O To begin to use mathematical names for flat 2D shapes, and mathematical terms to describe 

shapes 

My 2d Shape Picture 

 

  



L.O To show an interest in shape by playing with them and making arrangements with them  

L.O To begin to use mathematical names for flat 2D shapes, and mathematical terms to describe 

shapes 

Colour all the circles in red, squares in blue, triangles in 

green, rectangles in orange and hexagons in yellow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


